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Abstract—Designing storage systems to provide business
continuity in the face of failures requires the use of vari-
ous data protection techniques, such as backup, remote mir-
roring, point-in-time copies and vaulting, often in concert.
Predicting the dependability provided by such compositions
of techniques is difficult, yet necessary for dependable sys-
tem design. We present a framework for evaluating the de-
pendability of data storage systems, including both individ-
ual data protection techniques and their compositions. Our
models estimate storage system recovery time, data loss,
normal mode system utilization and operational costs un-
der a variety of failure scenarios. We demonstrate the effec-
tiveness of these modeling techniques through a case study
using real-world storage system designs and workloads.

1 Introduction

Data is the primary asset of most corporations in the in-
formation age, and businesses must be able to access that
data to continue operation. In a 2001 survey, a quarter of
the respondents estimated their outage costs as more than
$250,000 per hour, and 8% estimated them as more than
$1M per hour [5]. The price of data loss is even higher–
bankruptcy, in the limit. Dependable data storage systems
are needed to avoid such problems.

Fortunately, many techniques exist for protecting data, in-
cluding tape backup [3], mirroring and parity-based RAID
schemes for disk arrays [20], wide area inter-array mir-
roring [12], snapshots [1] and wide area erasure-coding
schemes [15]. Each technique protects against a subset of
the possible failure scenarios, and techniques are often used
in combination to provide greater coverage.

Unfortunately, the multitude of data protection tech-
niques, coupled with all of their configuration parameters,
often means that it is difficult to employ each technique ap-
propriately. System administrators often usead hoc tech-
niques for designing their data storage systems, focusing
more on setting configuration parameters (e.g., backup win-
dows), rather than on trying to achieve a particular depend-
ability [3, 4]. As a result, it is often unclear whether the
business’ dependability goals have been met.

If we could quantify the dependability of a storage sys-
tem, we could evaluate whether an existing storage sys-
tem meets its dependability goals, explore future designs
and what-if scenarios (to allow users to understand the de-
pendability ramifications of their design choices), and pro-

vide the inner-most loop of an automated optimization loop
to choose the “best” solution for a given set of business
requirements [13]. Such a framework should permit the
composition of data protection techniques, to model com-
plicated storage systems and facilitate the incorporation of
new techniques as they are invented.

This paper describes a modeling framework for quanti-
tatively evaluating the dependability of storage system de-
signs. By dependability, we mean both datareliability (i.e.,
the absence of data loss or corruption) and dataavailability
(i.e., that access is always possible when it’s desired). Be-
cause our target is tools for use in the business continuity
community, we have consciously adopted their metrics for
recovery time and recent data loss after a failure.Recovery
time measures the elapsed time after a failure before a busi-
ness service (e.g., application) is up and running again; the
recovery time objective (RTO) provides an acceptable upper
bound [2]. When a failure occurs, it may be necessary to re-
vert back to a consistent point prior to the failure, which will
entail the loss of any data written after that point.Recent
data loss measures the amount of recent updates (expressed
in time) lost during recovery from a failure; therecovery
point objective (RPO) provides an upper bound [2]. Both
RTO and RPO may range from zero to days. Following the
common practice of the business continuity community, our
models evaluate the recovery time and recent data loss met-
rics under a specified failure scenario. To these metrics, we
addnormal mode system utilization andoverall system cost
(including capital and service cost outlays and penalties for
violating business requirements).

The primary contributions of our work include: 1) a com-
mon set of parameters to describe the most popular data pro-
tection techniques; 2) models for the dependability of indi-
vidual data protection techniques using these parameters; 3)
techniques for composing these models to determine the de-
pendability of the overall storage system; and 4) analysis of
the models and compositional framework using case stud-
ies.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Sec-
tion 2 provides an overview of popular data protection tech-
niques and surveys related work. Section 3 describes our
modeling framework in detail, and Section 4 provides an
extensive case study drawn from real-world storage designs
to demonstrate its operation. Finally, Section 5 concludes.



2 Data protection techniques and related work

Disk arrays are typically used to store theprimary copy of
data; they provide protection against internal hardware fail-
ure through RAID techniques [20] and redundant hardware
paths to the data. Other failures, such as user or software er-
rors and site failure, are covered by techniques that periodi-
cally makesecondary copies of the data, often to other hard-
ware. These secondary copies preferably reflect a consistent
version of the primary copy at some instant in time; we call
these versionsretrieval points, or RPs. The main classes
of such techniques are mirroring, point-in-time copies and
backup.

Mirroring keeps a separate, isolated copy of the current
data on another disk array, which may be co-located with
the primary array or remote. Mirrors may besynchronous,
where each update to the primary is also applied to the sec-
ondary before write completion, orasynchronous, where
updates are propagated in the background.Batched asyn-
chronous mirrors [12, 21] coalesce overwrites and send
batches to the secondary to be applied atomically; they
lower the peak bandwidth needed between the copies by re-
ducing the volume of updates propagated and smoothing out
update bursts.

A point-in-time (PiT) image [1] is a consistent version of
the data at a single point in time, typically on the same array.
The PiT image may be formed as asplit mirror, where a
normal mirror is maintained on the same array until a “split”
operation, which stops further updates to the mirror, or as a
virtual snapshot, where a virtual copy is maintained using
copy-on-write techniques, with unmodified data sharing the
same physical storage as the primary copy. Most enterprise-
class disk arrays (e.g., [6, 9]) provide support for one or
more of these techniques.

Backup is the process of copying RPs to separate hard-
ware, which could be another disk array, a tape library
or an optical storage device. Backups may befull, where
the entire RP is copied;cumulative incremental, where all
changes since the last full backup are copied; ordifferen-
tial incremental, where only the portions changed since the
last full or incremental are copied. Tape backup is typically
done using some combination of these alternatives (e.g.,
weekend full backups, followed by a cumulative incremen-
tal every weekday). Backups made to physically removable
media, such as tape or optical disks, can also be periodically
moved to an off-sitevault for archival storage.

Backup techniques and tools have been studied from an
operational perspective (e.g., [3, 4]). Studies also describe
alternative mechanisms for archival and backup (e.g., [15])
and filesystems that incorporate snapshots (e.g., [11]). Eval-
uations of the storage system dependability have focused
mainly on disk arrays, including the dependability of array
hardware and RAID mechanisms and the recovery time af-
ter failure (e.g., [7, 17, 18, 19, 20, 22]). Additionally, a
great deal of work (e.g., [8]) focuses on the overall area
of dependability and performability evaluation of computer

systems. Keeton, et al., have explored issues in automating
data dependability [13]. This paper builds upon and com-
plements these techniques by providing models of individ-
ual dependability techniques and a framework for compos-
ing them, thus enabling the evaluation of dependability in
storage systems that combine multiple dependability tech-
niques. Our models are deliberately simple, in order to al-
low users to reason about them, and are designed to be com-
posable, so as to fit in the overall framework.

3 Modeling storage system dependability

The goal of our modeling framework is to evaluate the
dependability of a storage system design for the specified
workload inputs and business requirements, under the spec-
ified failure scenario. Table 1 summarizes the model’s pa-
rameters, which are explained in the sections below.

The model components work together as follows. The
data protection technique models convert their input param-
eters to bandwidth and capacity workload demands on the
storage and interconnect devices they employ. Thehard-
ware device models perform device-specific calculations to
determine each device’s bandwidth and capacity utilization
and outlay costs. Thecompositional models combine the re-
sults from these data protection and device models to gen-
erate the output metrics. By isolating the details of each
data protection technique and hardware device, we can eas-
ily substitute more sophisticated models (e.g., [16, 19]) for
these components as needed, without needing to modify the
rest of the modeling framework.

In this section, we describe the modeling framework in
more detail, including: how we capture the model inputs
(Section 3.1); how we abstract the behavior of individual
data protection techniques (Section 3.2); and how we com-
pose techniques to determine the dependability of the over-
all storage design (Section 3.3).

3.1 Model inputs

This section outlines how we describe model inputs, includ-
ing workloads, business requirements and failure scenarios.

3.1.1 Workload inputs

A storage system holds the primary copy for data (e.g.,
file systems or database tablespaces). Data protection tech-
niques exploit the workload’s update properties to effec-
tively make secondary copies of the data, with some tech-
niques propagating all updates and others propagating only
periodic batches of unique updates. Given these behaviors,
the key workload parameters to capture include:data ca-
pacity, average access rate, average update rate, burstiness
andbatch update rate, as defined in Table 1.

Although most systems store multiple data objects, we
assume for simplicity a single data object and workload.
Our models can be extended in a straightforward manner by
explicitly tracking each object’s workload demands, the set



Parameter Notation Units Description

Output metrics
system utilization percentage utilization of maximally utilized storage component
recovery time sec time from failure to having application running again
recent data loss sec recent data updates not recovered by recovery process
overall cost US dollars overall system cost (including outlays and penalties)

Model inputs: workload
data capacity dataCap bytes size of the data item
average access rate avgAccessR bytes/sec rate of read and write accesses to the object
average update rate avgUpdateR bytes/sec rate of (non-unique) updates to the object
burstiness burstM multiplier ratio of peak update rate to average update rate
batch update rate batchUpdR(win) bytes/sec unique update rate within a given window

Model inputs: Business requirements
data unavailability penalty rate unavailPenRate US dollars/sec penalty per unit time for unavailability of data
recent data loss penalty rate lossPenRate US dollars/sec penalty for loss of a time-unit’s worth of updates to data

Model inputs: Failure scenarios and recovery goals
failure scope failScope ��������������	
�� set of data copy sites unavailable due to a failure

����������
recovery time target recTargetTime sec point in time to which restoration is requested

Model inputs: Storage system design—data protection techniques
accumulation window accW sec period over which updates are batched to create a retrieval point (RP)
propagation window propW sec RP transmission period
hold window holdW sec delay between receiving and transmitting an RP
cycle count cycleCnt count number of secondary windows between primary windows
cycle period cyclePer sec length of a cycle for a policy with multiple accumulation windows
retention count retCnt count number of cycles of RPs simultaneously retained
retention window retW sec how long a particular RP is retained
copy representation copyRep ��		�������	 what RP representation is maintained
propagation representation propRep ��		�������	 what RP representation is propagated

Model inputs: Storage system design—device configuration
maximum capacity slots maxCapSlots count max slots for capacity devices (tape cartridges, disks)
maximum bandwidth slots maxBWSlots count max slots for bandwidth devices (tape drives, disks)
slot capacity slotCap bytes per-slot (tape cartridge or disk) capacity
slot bandwidth slotBW bytes/sec per-slot (tape drive or disk) bandwidth
enclosure bandwidth enclBW bytes/sec aggregate enclosure bandwidth (including busses and controllers)
delay devDelay sec delay for accessing storage device/interconnect propagation delay
fixed costs fixCost US dollars fixed costs for enclosure, facilities, service
capacity-dependent costs capCost US dollars/byte per-capacity costs for device, facilities, service
bandwidth-dependent costs bwCost US dollars/byte/sec per-bandwidth costs for device, facilities, service
spare type spareType 
�
�����
������
 spare resources available for device
spare provisioning time spareTime sec time to provision spare resources
spare discount factor spareDisc multiplier fraction of original dedicated resource cost

Table 1: Summary of parameters used in dependability modeling framework.

of techniques and underlying storage devices used to protect
the object, and inter-object dependencies during recovery.

3.1.2 Business requirement inputs

The business consequences of data unavailability and data
loss are assessed through two business inputs:data unavail-
ability penalty rate andrecent loss data penalty rate [13], as
defined in Table 1. These penalty rates will be used, in con-
junction with the recovery time and recent data loss output
metrics, to calculate the penalties incurred under the im-
posed failure scenario. The penalties and outlays comprise
the overall cost of the storage system.

3.1.3 Failure scenario inputs

Our models evaluate the recovery time and recent data
loss metrics under a specified primary copy failure sce-
nario, rather than capturing the effects of different failures,

weighted by their frequency. Given that the law requires
companies to plan for infrequent failures, and that such
events may result in bankruptcy, in practice most disaster-
tolerant systems are designed to meet a hypothesized disas-
ter, regardless of its frequency.

The failure scope, which describes the set of failed stor-
age and interconnection devices, represents the failure sce-
nario to be considered. The scope may be one of several
pre-specified, named sets, such as:disk array, building (all
the devices in the building),site (all devices on the site),
andgeographic region (all the devices in the region). Addi-
tionally, the failure scopedata object indicates loss or cor-
ruption of the object (due to user or software error) without
hardware failures.

The recovery time target is the point in time to which
restoration is requested. Under most circumstances, the re-
covery target time is “now” – the time just before the failure.
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Figure 1: Example storage system design. This design pro-
vides the basis for the running example in Section 3.

However, in case of a data loss due to user error or a soft-
ware virus, the recovery target would be before the error.

3.2 Modeling data protection techniques

We model the primary and secondary copies as ahierar-
chy, where each level in the hierarchy corresponds to either
the primary copy or a technique used to maintain secondary
copies. Each level is responsible for retaining some number
of discrete retrieval points (RPs), and for propagating RPs
to the next level in the hierarchy. We adopt the convention
that the primary data copy is level 0. As the level numbers
increase, the data protection techniques typically store less
frequent RPs, possess larger retention capacity, and exhibit
longer recovery latencies.

Figure 1 illustrates an example storage system design.
The hierarchy used to represent the design is as follows:
in addition to the primary copy (level 0), the primary array
also stores split mirrors (level 1), which are used to perform
backup (level 2) to a local tape library. Finally, tapes are pe-
riodically shipped offsite to a remote vault (level 3). We will
describe the policy and configuration parameters for these
levels in more detail in Section 3.2.1.

The storage system design should also express arecov-
ery path, which describes the levels that will help to restore
the primary copy under the imposed failure scenario. By
default, the recovery path may be merely the reverse of the
RP propagation hierarchy. As an optimization, some levels
may be skipped if they would only contribute additional re-
covery latency (e.g., PiT copies for site disaster recovery).
The source of the recovery path must be a level in the RP
propagation hierarchy.

3.2.1 Data protection technique configuration param-
eters

The key insight behind our models is that data protection
techniques share a central property: their basic operations
are the creation, retention and propagation of RPs. We ex-
ploit this property to choose a single set of parameters to
abstract their operation. This consistent representation can
then be used to compose the data protection techniques.
Differences between techniques (and between different con-
figurations of the same technique) are expressed through
these configuration parameters.

In general, the data protection technique at leveli receives
RPs from level�i� 1� and retains the lastretention count
(������i) RPs. The RPs may be maintained as full or partial
copies, as specified by thecopy representation (����	�� i).
Each RP is stored for aretention window (���
 i) (related
to ������i). Everyaccumulation window (���
 i) hours, a
new RP is propagated to leveli. It is held for thehold win-
dow (���
i) before being transferred during thepropaga-
tion window (����
i), using a full or partialpropagation
representation (����	��i). Finally, some techniques use a
cycle with multiple propagation representations: for exam-
ple, tape backup may use a full propagation every week-
end followed by a cumulative incremental every weekday.
The number of secondary windows in the cycle is denoted
�������i and the cycle length (time) is������� i. Separate
accumulation, propagation and hold windows may be spec-
ified for each of the secondary propagation representations.
Figure 2 illustrates these key parameters for the example
system shown in Figure 1.

We adopt several conventions about the relationship be-
tween parameters. First, to maintain the flow of data be-
tween the levels,����
� should be no longer than���
 �.
Second, because lower levels of the hierarchy generally rep-
resent larger, slower (or more distant) storage media, we
assume that they may retain more, and more infrequent,
RPs; hence��������� � ������� and���
��� � ��������.
Thus, the range of time represented by the RPs at slower
levels of the hierarchy will be at least as long as the range
at faster levels, due to the longer accumulation windows
and/or larger retention counts used at the slower levels.
Third, ���
� should generally be no longer than���
 ���,
to avoid placing additional retention capacity demands for
devices involved in providing leveli.

3.2.2 Device configuration parameters

A storage system dependability model also requires knowl-
edge of the physical storage and interconnect devices and
their configurations. Each storage device is represented by
an operational model, which computes the device’s normal
mode bandwidth and capacity utilizations, and a cost model,
which computes the outlay costs, broken down by data pro-
tection technique.

We abstract the structure and operation of hardware de-
vices into the parameters described in Table 1. All stor-
age devices have enclosures, bandwidth components (e.g.,
disks and tape drives) and capacity components (e.g., disks
and tape cartridges). Bandwidth components have a maxi-
mum bandwidth value (����
), and capacity components
have a maximum capacity value (������). Enclosures
provide physical limitations on the number of bandwidth
components (����
����), the number of capacity com-
ponents (����������), and the aggregate device band-
width (����
). Device costs are calculated using fixed
(������), capacity-dependent (�������) and bandwidth-
dependent (������) cost components. Devices may also
have an access delay (�������) (e.g., tape load and seek
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Figure 2: Parameter specification for example in Figure 1. Split mirrors are generated every twelve hours, and propagated immediately,
with a negligible hold window. Each split mirror is retained for two days, resulting in a retention count of four. Data is backed up once a
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retention window expires every four weeks, the oldest tapes are shipped offsite to the remote vault via the mid-day overnight shipment,
resulting in a hold window of four weeks + twelve hours and a propagation window of 24 hours. The vault retains each RP for three years.

time, interconnect propagation time). Similarly, the model
for interconnect devices characterizes their bandwidth, de-
lay and costs. We include physical transportation methods,
such as courier services, under interconnect devices.

Additionally, each storage and interconnect device may
have a specifiedspare (���������) that should replace it if
it fails. Each spare resource has its own device character-
istics, plus aprovisioning time (���������) that determines
how quickly it can be used, and a cost computed using adis-
count factor (���������). Provisioning times may be short
for dedicated hot spares, but more substantial for shared re-
sources. The cost of the shared resource may be correspond-
ingly lower — a fraction of the full cost.

3.2.3 Data protection technique workload demands

For each hardware device model to evaluate its normal
mode utilization, it must know what demands are being
placed on it. As a result, the data protection technique mod-
els convert their input parameters to a set of bandwidth and
capacity workload demands on the storage and intercon-
nect devices involved in each level. Here we qualitatively
describe these workload demands; we refer the interested
reader to a technical report [14] for more details.

We model an update-in-place variant of virtual snapshot
PiT copies, which assumes that old values are copied to a
new location before an update is performed, resulting in
an additional read and write for every foreground workload
write. Snapshots require sufficient additional capacity to
store the unique updates accumulated during���
.

Our split mirror PiT copy model assumes that a circular
buffer of split mirrors is maintained, with the least recently
used mirror always undergoing resilvering (being brought
up-to-date). Our convention is that������ mirrors are ac-

cessible, and an additional split mirror is maintained to fa-
cilitate resilvering, for a total of�������1 mirrors. When
a mirror becomes eligible for resilvering, the system must
propagate all unique updates that have occurred since that
mirror was last split�������1 accumulation windows ago.
This requires reading the new value from the primary copy
and writing it out to the mirror.

Synchronous, asynchronous and asynchronous batch
inter-array mirroring place bandwidth demands on the in-
terconnect links and the destination array and capacity de-
mands (equal to the data capacity) on the destination array.
Interconnect bandwidth demands vary between the different
mirroring protocols based on their operation, as described
in Section 2. Because many arrays support alternate in-
terfaces for inter-array mirroring, we assume that no addi-
tional bandwidth requirements are placed on the source ar-
ray’s client interface. For the asynchronous variants, we do
not explicitly model the buffer space used to smooth write
bursts and coalesce updates, as it is typically a small fraction
of the typical array cache.

Backup reads data from the source array and writes it to
the destination backup device. The required bandwidth for
each device is the maximum bandwidth required for the full
backup (to transfer the entire dataset during the full����
)
and for the largest cumulative incremental backup (to trans-
fer all updates incurred since the last full backup during the
incremental����
). Our backup model places no capacity
demands itself on the source array, making the assumption
that another technique (e.g., split mirror or virtual snapshot)
will be employed to provide a consistent copy of the data.
Capacity demands for the backup device include������ cy-
cles’ worth of data, plus an additional full dataset copy.



Each cycle includes one full backup plus������� cumu-
lative incrementals, where each incremental is larger than
the last. The additional full dataset copy avoids problems
from failures that occur while a new full backup is being
performed.

Finally, remote vaulting places no additional bandwidth
or capacity demands on the tape backup device, provided
that �������� � ���
��	
��. In the case that�������� �
���
��	
��, the backup device must make an additional
copy of the tapes, so that they may be shipped offsite be-
fore the end of the retention window. We assume that only
full backups are sent offsite to be retained at the vault.

3.3 Composing data protection techniques

In this section, we describe how we compose the data pro-
tection techniques to calculate the overall model output met-
rics, including normal-mode system utilization, recent data
loss, recovery time and overall system costs.

3.3.1 Normal mode utilization

The normal mode utilization model verifies that the under-
lying device configuration can support the RP creation and
propagation workloads described by the policies in the stor-
age system design. The calculation is performed in two
steps: first, each hardware device model computes its own
(local) utilization, and then a separate (global) calculation
determines the overall system utilization. This decomposi-
tion allows details of the internal device architecture to be
localized in the device models.

Once all workload demands have been enumerated, each
hardware device model evaluates whether the sum of the
demands on that device can be satisfied by its capabilities.
More formally, the model for each hardware deviced cal-
culates the following:

������� � ∑numTech
i�1 ���
�������������

������ � ∑numTech
i�1 ��
����������
�

HerenumTech is the number of data protection techniques;
������� is the maximum capacity for deviced, computed
as�����������������; ����
� is deviced’s maximum
bandwidth, computed as max�����
�����
���� �
����
�.

The global model determines the overall system utiliza-
tion (e.g.,������ and �����) as that of the most heav-
ily utilized device and generates an error if������ � 1 or
������ 1.

3.3.2 Retrieval point propagation

Determining the data loss and recovery time for an imposed
failure scenario requires understanding at what level we can
find an RP that closely matches the recovery time target.
To do so, we must understand what time range is reflected
at each level. This range can be calculated by considering
how long it takes each RP to propagate to a given level (al-
ternately, how “out-of-date” the level is, relative to the pri-
mary copy), as well as how much data is retained at that
level.

i+1: pre-receipt of
new RP

(now –
(holdW+propW+accW))

i+1: post-receipt of
new RP

(now –
(holdW+propW))

i+1: guaranteed
range

(now –
((retCnt-1)*cyclePer+

holdW+propW))

now

time(retCnt-1)*cyclePer

(retCnt-1)*cyclePer

(now –
(holdW+propW+accW))

Figure 3: Range of RPs guaranteed to be present at a level.

A level’s time lag relative to the primary copy varies, de-
pending on when the most recent RP arrived, as shown in
Figure 3. Just after an RP arrives, the level is out-of-date
by ���
� ����
, the hold window plus the propagation
window. Just before the next RP arrives, the level is out-
of-date by as much as���
� ����
� ���
. (For the
multi-level case, these values generalize to∑ j

i�1����
� �

����
�� and∑ j
i�1����
� � ����
��� ���
� for level j,

respectively.) The retention period for the level is������� ��

1�� ��������.
Our goal is to calculate the worst-case recovery time

and recent data loss, so we want to determine the range
of time that is guaranteed to be present at the level.
As a result, we can only consider the overlapping por-
tions of these regions:������ ��������� 1� � ��������
���
�����
��������������
�����
����
���, as
shown in the figure. Generalizing to the case of multi-
ple composed levels, the guaranteed range of time at level
j is: ������ ��������� � 1� � �������� � ∑ j

i�1����
� �

����
������������∑ j
i�1����
������
������
���.

3.3.3 Recent data loss

We want to determine which level of the recovery hierarchy
has the closest match for the recovery target in the range of
RPs it currently maintains. Three cases are of interest for
a level j. First, if the recovery target is too recent, an RP
hasn’t yet propagated to this level. In this case, the recent
data loss is merely the time lag of the level, as calculated
in the previous section:���
����
�����
. General-
izing to the composed case, the worst case recent data loss
for a level j is ∑ j

i�1����
������
������
�. Second, if
an RP for the recovery targethas propagated to this level,
new RPs are arriving periodically every���
 � time units.
In this scenario, the worst case recent data loss is merely
���
�. Third, if an RP for the recovery target is too old to
be retained, the level cannot serve as the source for the re-
covery, and the worst case data loss is the entire data object.

The level with the closest match serves as the data source
for the recovery operation, with recovery time calculated as
described in the next section.
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3.3.4 Recovery time

To estimate the worst-case recovery time for the imposed
failure scenario, we consider both the tasks that must be per-
formed at each level and whether those tasks can be over-
lapped with tasks at other levels. Figure 4 illustrates these
components for an example recovery path. We abstract the
recovery time computation using the following components.
The parallelizable fixed period (������) includes prepara-
tory tasks before data arrives from another level, including
device reprovisioning and reconfiguration, and negotiation
for access to shared resources. Theserialized fixed period
(������) includes tasks that can be started only after data
arrives, such as tape load and seek times. Theserialized
per-byte period (���� ��) includes data transfer operations,
which may begin only when both the sender and receiver
are ready. The transfer rate is limited to the minimum of the
sender and receiver available bandwidth (e.g., the remain-
ing bandwidth after any RP propagation workload demands
have been satisfied).

The recovery time can be computed recursively by deter-
mining the time at which each level is ready to serve as a
source for the data. Intuitively, a level is ready to serve as
a source for the data once it has received the transmission
from the last level (after suitable parallelizable preparation
on the parts of both levels), and followed by any additional
serialized fixed preparation it must perform once the data
arrives. The recovery time for a given leveli, 	� �, is com-
puted as follows:

	�� � max�	�������������� ���� ���� �������

� max�	�������������

������!��min�����
�	�����
����� �������

where�����!� is the amount of data to be recovered and
����
� is the available bandwidth for the device. The over-
all recovery time is that of the primary copy ( e.g.,	� �).

3.3.5 Overall system costs

Our cost model includes bothoutlays andpenalties. Out-
lays cover expenditures for direct and indirect costs such as
equipment, facilities, service contracts, salaries, spare re-
sources and even insurance. Penalties are incurred when
goals for data outage or recent data loss are violated.

Outlays are calculated per data protection technique by
each hardware device model. As with the utilization cal-
culation, this decomposition allows the details of device in-
ternals to be localized inside the hardware device models.
Most device-specific capital expenditures have fixed, per-
capacity and per-bandwidth components. Fixed costs may
include disk array or tape library enclosures, service costs,
fixed facilities (e.g., floorspace purchase or rental, cooling)
costs, etc. Per-capacity components may include disks and
tape media, floorspace-dependent costs, and variable cool-
ing, power and service costs. Per-bandwidth components
include disks, tape drives, and interconnect links.

We assume that each device has a primary data protec-
tion technique, and potentially one or more secondary tech-
niques (e.g., a disk array may store both the primary copy
and split mirrors). We assume that the fixed costs, plus the
relevant per-capacity and per-bandwidth costs are allocated
to the primary data protection technique. Only theaddi-
tional per-capacity and per-bandwidth costs associated with
a secondary technique are allocated to that secondary tech-
nique. Spare resource costs are allocated to data protection
techniques in a similar fashion.

Penalties are calculated at a global level using the out-
put values from the data loss and recovery time sub-models.
The recent data loss penalty is calculated by multiplying the
worst case data loss amount by the data loss penalty rate
input parameter. Likewise, the data outage penalty is cal-
culated by multiplying the worst case recovery time by the
data outage penalty rate input parameter.

4 Case study

In this section, we present a case study to illustrate the
framework’s operation and validate its ability to compose
models. We begin by examining a baseline configuration
in detail, and then explore several what-if scenarios to im-
prove the storage system’s dependability and cost. The case
study demonstrates that the quantitative results produced are
reasonable, and that the framework is flexible and useful in
designing a system that meets dependability requirements.

Our baseline configuration (Figure 1) employs split mir-
roring, tape backup and remote vaulting to protect the pri-
mary copy of the dataset. We model a workgroup server,
whose measured workload characteristics are quantified in
Table 2. Tables 3 and 4 summarize the policy and device
configuration parameters for the data protection techniques
used. Table 4 also presents models for calculating outlay
costs. These models include fixed costs, per-capacity (c,
in GB) costs, per-bandwidth (b, in MB/s) costs and per-
shipment (s) costs. The values for each term are calculated
based on annualized hardware component costs (assuming a



dataCap avgAccessR avgUpdateR burstM batchUpdR(win)

1360 GB 1028 KB/s 799 KB/s 10X 1 min: 727 KB/s; 12 hr: 350 KB/s; 24 hr, 48 hr, 1 wk: 317 KB/s

Table 2: Parameters for cello workgroup file server workload used in case studies [12].

Technique accW propW holdW cyclePer retCnt retW copyRep propRep

Split mirror 12 hr 0 hr 0 hr 12 hr 4 2 days full full
Tape backup 1 wk 48 hr 1 hr 1 wk 4 4 wks full full
Remote vaulting 4 wk 24 hr 4 wk + 12 hr 4 wk 39 3 yrs full full

Table 3: Data protection technique parameters for baseline storage system design.

maxCapSlots maxBWSlots spare
@ slotCap @ slotBW enclBW devDelay Costs spareType Time spare

Device (GB) (MB/s) (MB/s) (hr) (hours) Disc

Disk array 256@73GB 256@25MB/s 512MB/s n/a 123297� c�17�2 dedicated 0.02hr 1X
Tape library 500@400GB 16@60MB/s 240MB/s 0.01hr 98895� c�0�4 dedicated 0.02hr 1X

�b�108�6
Vault 5000@400GB n/a n/a n/a 25000� c�0�4 none n/a n/a
Air shipment n/a n/a n/a 24hr s�50 none n/a n/a

Table 4: Device configuration parameters for baseline storage system design. The primary array is a mid-range array (based on HP’s
EVA [9]) with up to 256 73-GB disks and up to 32 GB of cache. The tape library (based on HP’s ESL9595 [10]) contains up to 16 LTO
tape drives and up to 500 LTO tape cartridges. These devices communicate through a Fibre-channel storage area network (SAN). Both the
primary array and the tape library employ a dedicated hot spare. The primary site communicates via air shipment to a tape vault, which can
contain up to 5000 tape cartridges; the vault uses no sparing.

three-year depreciation) and facilities costs. The component
costs are based on actual list prices or expert estimates. The
details of these component costs are omitted due to space
limitations. We assume data unavailability and loss penalty
rates of $50,000 per hour (each).

We assume the use of hot spare resources at the primary
site and a remote shared recovery facility. Hot spare re-
sources take 60 seconds to provision, and cost the same as
the original resources. Remote hosting facility resources
can be provisioned (e.g., drained of other workloads and
scrubbed) within nine hours. Because the resources are
shared, they cost only 20% of the dedicated resources.

We examine failures at three scopes: a data object, an
array, and a site. The data object failure simulates a user
mistake or software error that corrupts a 1 MB data object,
requiring roll back to the version that existed 24 hours ago.
The recovery hierarchy is simply the reverse of the RP prop-
agation hierarchy. The array failure simulates failure of the
primary array, and the site failure simulates a disaster at the
primary site. Both require recovery of the entire dataset to
its most recent state, and use a recovery hierarchy of the
remote vault, tape backup, and primary copy.

4.1 Baseline configuration results

Table 5 summarizes the bandwidth and capacity demands
that the data protection techniques place on the underlying
devices to manage RPs throughout the hierarchy.

Primary disk array bandwidth is demanded by the fore-
ground workload, split mirroring, and tape backup. Split
mirror resilvering generates both read and write demands.
The backup policy generates a read workload on the array
and a write workload on the tape library. The vaulting pol-

Device Bandwidth Capacity

Disk array
Foreground workload 0.2% 14.6%
Split mirror 0.6% 72.8%
Backup 1.6% 0.0%
Overall 2.4% (12.4 MB/s) 87.4% (8.0 TB)

Tape library
Backup 3.4% (8.1 MB/s) 3.4% (6.6 TB)

Tape vault
Vaulting 0.0% 2.6% (51.8 TB)

Table 5: Normal mode bandwidth and capacity utilization for
baseline system.

icy’s accumulation window matches the backup retention
window, meaning that the oldest full backup can be shipped
offsite when its retention window expires and resulting in
no additional tape library bandwidth demands. The total
average bandwidth demands are 12.4 MB/s for the primary
array and 8.1 MB/s for the tape library, resulting in an over-
all system bandwidth utilization of 4%.

Each level’s retention window and copy representation
type imposes capacity requirements on the underlying de-
vices. The array stores both the primary copy and five split
mirrors, each a full copy of the dataset, demanding 8.0 TB
of total array capacity. The tape library maintains four full
backups, corresponding to a total of 6.6 TB. Finally, the
vault maintains 39 full backups, corresponding to 51.8 TB.
The resulting overall system capacity utilization is 88%.

Table 6 examines the dependability of the baseline stor-
age system design for the three different failure scenarios.
In the object failure case, the day-old target version is main-
tained at the split mirror level, and can be easily restored by
an intra-array copy, resulting in a negligible recovery time.



Failure Recovery Recovery Recent
scope source time data loss

object split mirror 0.004 s 12 hr
array tape backup 2.4 hr 217 hr
site remote vaulting 26.4 hr 1429 hr

Table 6: Worst case recovery time and recent data loss results for
baseline system.
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Figure 5: Overall system cost for baseline system.

The worst case recent data loss is twelve hours, the cycle of
split mirror RP creation.

In the array failure case, both the primary copy of the
dataset and the split mirror secondary copies are lost, re-
quiring recovery from the local tape backup system. Data
transfer from tape dominates the 2.4-hour array failure re-
covery time. Because the most recent updates haven’t yet
propagated to the backup system, the worst case data loss is
equivalent to the time lag of the backup level.

Recovery from a site disaster must proceed from a copy
stored at the remote vault. Securing access to hosting fa-
cility resources can proceed in parallel with the shipment of
tapes from the remote vault. Once the new site has been pro-
visioned and the tapes have arrived and been loaded, trans-
fer of data can begin, resulting in a recovery time of 26.4
hours. The most recent updates haven’t yet been propagated
to the vault, resulting in a sizable recent data loss.

Figure 5 presents the overall costs for each failure sce-
nario, including both the outlay costs for the data protection
techniques, as well as the penalties that result from their re-
covery time and recent data loss. Penalty costs (in particu-
lar, recent data loss penalties) dominate for the array and site
failures, due to the large lag times for the RPs present at the
tape backup and vault. Outlay costs are split roughly evenly
between the foreground workload, split mirroring and tape
backup, with negligible contribution from remote vaulting.

4.2 What-if scenario results

Table 7 presents results for several what-if scenarios in-
tended to improve the baseline configuration’s dependabil-
ity. Recovery from site disasters could be improved by mod-
ifying the remote vaulting policy. Shortening the accumu-
lation window to a week would reduce the interval between

RPs, thus limiting the amount of recent data loss. Assum-
ing that a retention window of the same duration is desired,
this policy would increase the capacity demands at the vault.
Table 7 shows that a weekly vaulting policy reduces site dis-
aster data loss and associated penalties.

Adding daily cumulative incrementals to the weekly full
backups and weekly vaulting policy provides no benefit for
site disasters, but decreases the recent data loss and penalty
costs for array failures. This savings comes at the cost of
slightly increased recovery time, due to the need to restore
both a full backup and and incremental backup in the worst
case. If, instead, a backup policy of daily full backups (with
no incrementals) is used, array failure recovery time and
data loss decrease. Site disaster data loss also decreases,
due to the shorter propagation window used for the daily full
backups, which implies a shorter vault time lag. A further,
albeit modest, outlay cost savings can be achieved if virtual
snapshots are used instead of split mirrors.

Further recent data loss reductions are possible with asyn-
chronous batch mirroring, which uses shorter accumulation
and hold windows. Worst case recent data loss decreases
dramatically to only two minutes. If a single wide-area link
is used, transfer time dominates the recovery time. Recov-
ery time can be reduced dramatically if more links are used.
Site disaster recovery time is still greater than array fail-
ure recovery time, however, because of the longer delay to
provision spare resources at the shared recovery site. Iron-
ically, the lowest total cost comes from the single-link mir-
roring system, even though it has a higher data unavailabil-
ity penalty, because the outlays are considerably lower.

5 Conclusions

We have presented a framework for modeling storage sys-
tem dependability. Following common practices from the
business continuity community, this framework quantifies
post-failure recovery time and recent data loss, as well as
normal mode utilization and overall system costs. We have
identified a single set of abstractions for modeling the de-
pendability of the wide range of data protection techniques
used today, including backup, remote mirroring, PiT copies
and vaulting. These abstractions will facilitate the inclusion
of new techniques as they become available. We have also
shown how to compose these individual technique models
into a model of the overall storage system’s dependability,
permitting evaluation of storage system designs that com-
bine these techniques. As shown by the case study, the mod-
els facilitate comparison of storage system designs, permit-
ting storage administrators to make decisions based on their
dependability business requirements, rather than on guesses
as to whether their needs will be met.

In the future, we plan to expand on this work in several
ways. First, we plan to experiment with increasing levels of
sophistication in the modeling framework components, in-
cluding the workload description and hardware device and
data protection technique models. Second, we plan to val-
idate these models using measurements of recovery behav-



Array failure Site disaster
Storage system design Outlays RT (hr) DL (hr) Penalties Total cost RT (hr) DL (hr) Penalties Total cost

Baseline $0.97M 2.4 217 $10.97M $11.94M 26.4 1429 $70.97M $71.94M
Weekly vault $0.99M 2.4 217 $10.97M $11.96M 26.4 253 $13.97M $14.96M
Weekly vault, F+I $0.99M 4.0 73 $3.85M $4.84M 26.4 253 $13.97M $14.96M
Weekly vault, daily F $1.01M 2.4 37 $1.97M $2.98M 26.4 217 $12.17M $13.18M
Weekly vault, daily F, $0.76M 2.4 37 $1.97M $2.73M 26.4 217 $12.17M $12.93M
snapshot
AsyncB mirror, 1 link $0.93M 21.7 0.03 $1.09M $2.01M 21.7 0.03 $1.09M $2.01M
AsyncB mirror, 10 links $5.03M 2.8 0.03 $0.14M $5.18M 9.8 0.03 $0.49M $5.52M

Table 7: Recovery time (RT), recent data loss (DL) and cost results for what-if scenarios. Weekly vault indicates a weekly���� and 12-hr
�����. F+I represents weekly fulls and daily cumulative incrementals, with a 48-hr���� and����� for fulls, a 24-hr���� and 12-hr
����� for incrementals, and a�	��
�� of 5. Daily F indicates 24-hr���� and 12-hr����� for fulls, with no incrementals. Snapshot
indicates the use of virtual snapshots instead of split mirrors. AsyncB mirror indicates the use of asynchronous batch mirroring with 1-min
���� over 155 Mbps OC-3 links, with a cost model ofb�23535 (whereb is in MB/s). If not explicitly specified, policy parameters are the
same as in the baseline configuration.

ior from real-world systems. Third, we want to extend the
model to handle an increased number of failure scopes and
to evaluate degraded mode operation (e.g., under the failure
of a data protection technique). Finally, we plan to incor-
porate this modular modeling approach into our ongoing
work in automatically designing dependable storage sys-
tems [13]. The optimization framework in our automated
tool allows us to incorporate failure frequencies and prior-
itizations, thus permitting the concurrent consideration of
multiple failures in the design of dependable storage sys-
tems.
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